
Solitaire - After the 32 pegs have been placed on 
the board, the game starts, from any one point of 
the board. (The center hole is open). 
Each move must be a jump, either in a horizontal or 
vertical direction. Each peg jumped is removed from 
the board. Diagonal jumps or moves without jump-
ing are nor permitted. Multiple jumps are allowed. 
The game continues until one peg remains, the 
owner of that peg is the winner. 

Ludo (sorry) - Each player picks a set of count-
ers and places them in the starting squares of the 
same color. Take turns to throw. You must throw a 6 
before you can move your piece onto the track. Each 
time you throw a 6 you can move another piece 
onto the track or move the number rolled. If your 
counter lands on one of your opponents pieces that 
piece is knocked off the board. Your goal is to get all 
of your counters back home, to enter your home 
you must role the exact  number for your counter. 

Chinese Checkers - The object of the game is 
to occupy the opposite side of the star. Moves 
should be made as 1. placing one of the pegs into 
adjoining empty hole. Along a printed line. 2. Jump-
ing over one neighbor peg to an empty hole behind 
it following a printed line. Players may jump over 
their own pegs. Or over their opponents pegs, no 
peg is removed from the game before the game is 
finished. One may move forward, backwards, or 
sideways The players who occupy the other side of 
the star first wins.

 

Backgammon - To start the game, each 
player throws a single die. This determines both 
the player to go first and the numbers to be 
played. If equal numbers come up, then both 
players roll again until they roll different num-
bers. The player throwing the higher number now 
moves his checkers according to the numbers 
showing on both dice. After the first roll, the 
players throw two dice and alternate turns. The 
roll of the dice indicates how many points, or 
pips, the player is to move his checkers. The 
checkers are always moved forward, to a low-
er-numbered point. The following rules apply:
A checker may be moved only to an open point, 
one that is not occupied by two or more oppos-
ing checkers. 
The numbers on the two dice constitute separate 
moves. For example, if a player rolls 5 and 3, he 
may move one checker five spaces to an open 
point and another checker three spaces to an 
open point, or he may move the one checker a 
total of eight spaces to an open point, but only if 
the intermediate point (either three or five spaces 
from the starting point) is also open. A player 
who rolls doubles plays the numbers shown on 
the dice twice. A roll of 6 and 6 means that the 
player has four sixes to use, and he may move any 
combination of checkers he feels appropriate to 
complete this requirement. 
A player must use both numbers of a roll if this is 
legally possible (or all four numbers of a double). 
When only one number can be played, the player 
must play that number. Or if either number can 
be played but not both, the player must play the 
larger one. When neither number can be used, 
the player loses his turn. In the case of doubles, 
when all four numbers cannot be played, the 
player must play as many numbers as he can.

Magnetic Board Games 



Magnetic Board Games 
Racing Game - Counters are placed at the start line and moved based on the number rolled, counters 
move counter clockwise. The player to reach the finish line first wins. 

Space Venture - Roll the dice to see who will go first, the highest roller goes first. Each player moves 
counterclockwise , the winner is the first to reach 100.

Snakes and ladders- Players start at square 1 and finish at square 100. Take turns to throw the dice and 
move your counter the number of spaces shown on the dice. If you land on the mouth of a snake the piece 
is swallowed and moves down the tail of the snake. If you land at the bottom of the ladder you climb up. 
The winner is the first to reach 100.

Motor Racing - Counters are lined up at the starting post. Each player throws the dice and moves the 
counter to the number of sections as thrown. If a six is thrown you have another throw. Should a player land 
on any of the following numbers follow the instructions for that space. 8, 15, 20, 26, 32, 36, 45, 50, 57, 69, 
78, 82. The winner is the person who reaches the post no. 86.

 Peg Board Games 
Baseball - Follows standard baseball rules

 Homerun! Score a run and any players who were on base, also score.

Double - Batter advances to second base, any players on second or 
thirds bas will score. A player on �rst will advance to third.

Fly out - The batter hits a �y ball that is caught by the opposing team. 
No runners advance. The batter is out!

Walk - The batter receives a base on balls and advances to �rst base. 
Any runners who are “forced to move up will advance one base. 

Pop out- The batter hits a pop-up that is caught by the opposing team. 
No runners advance. The batter is out. 
Single - Runners advance 2 - The batter gets a one base hit and advanc-
es to �rst base. Ans runners on base will advance TWO bases. Ans 
players on second or third base will score. A player on �rst will advance 
to third. 

The batter hits into a double play. Both the batter and ONE other
base-runner are OUT. If more than one base runner is on base, typically 
the second out will be the base runner who had advanced to the 
farthest base. Example: If bases are loaded, both the batter and the 
runner who was on third would be out.



WALK - The batter receives a base on balls and advances to �rst base. Any
runners who are "forced" to move up because of this, will also advance 
one base. If all three bases were occupied (bases full), the runner on third 
scores. 

WALK - The batter receives a base on balls and advances to �rst base. Any
runners who are "forced" to move up because of this, will also advance 
one base. If all three bases were occupied (bases full), the runner on third 
scores. 

DOUBLE - The batter advances to second base. Any players on second or 
third base will score. A player on �rst will advance to third. 

HOME RUN - The batter hits the ball out of the park! They score a run 


